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Introduction
The framework thinking started and created from various and 
fluctuated fields, as framework suspecting included uniting 
researchers from numerous disciplinary customs. Solid 
Frameworks thinking can include a wide scope of speculations, 
those system and models are truly factor from being general to 
different occasions being quite certain and relevant to marvels. 

The hypotheses and techniques in frameworks believing are 
intended to resolve complex issues. As in any intricate framework, 
the medical care framework has numerous troubles in tackling 
issues than regularly don't happen in disconnection, yet rather 
according to one another as the proof showed. Be that as it may, 
tragically, those issues frequently are concentrated in detachment. 
Framework thinking devices have a wide assortment of uses, first, 
it generally attempts to have a typical comprehension of the issue 
to provoke further request and activity. One of the instruments is 
the Causal Loop Diagram (CLD), which can assist with portraying 
the connection between components of the medical services 
framework to clarify wonders. 

Another instrument can be the utilization of the stream graph 
which is one of the more normal devices used to draw a cycle 
or a framework. Agent based displaying assists with building 
PC models that reproduce the association of specialists to see 
cultivator genuine marvels develop and influence the framework. 
The normal thing that associates this load of speculations, 
strategies, and instruments is the possibility that the conduct 
of frameworks is administered by basic rules that can be exact 
found and communicated. In general wellbeing, we can utilize 

the examination to demonstrate the viability of mediations and 
to educate chiefs with an accuracy assumption regarding their 
future effect.

Discussion
Joshua Epstein utilized the "Why Models" that assistance to 
clarify how things work, and especially helpful to clarify how 
complex frameworks work. Working on the intricacies inside a 
medical services association helps a great deal as well and assess 
intercessions that augment framework execution and patient 
security. Without this, an efficient structure that contemplates 
every one of the conceivable proposed and accidental impacts, 
the little impacts of an intercession can be missed at the plan 
stage. So that is framework thinking requires an extensive 
appraisal of the variables that can advise whether a mediation 
was fruitful. That why in the Healthcare associations should 
comprehend what manages job, and for whom, and under 
what conditions. Framework thinking fixates on the powerful 
association, synchronization, and incorporation of individuals, 
cycles, and innovation that comprises of taking a gander at the 
entire rather than the parts. The medical care association ought 
to be overseen by individuals who affect others in the errand of 
testing the current circumstance and consistently ask the For 
what valid reason question, for instance, "For what reason do we 
keep on doing what we do the manner in which we do it?", this 
sort of approach will secure the eventual fate of the medical care 
association and medical services framework all by guaranteeing 
that cycles will be consistently in keeps improving status.

Abstract
The medical care framework can be characterized as a mind boggling framework 
that includes patient, clinicians, make and other, the entirety of that created in 
the association of individuals, establishments, and assets that convey medical 
services administrations to meet the wellbeing needs of the objective populace, 
its actual that the conveyance of care to the objective populace is regularly 
extremely unpredictable and unstandardized which prompts diminishing medical 
services conveyance security. In 2005 the joint report from the National Academy 
of Engineering and Institute to Medicine supported the use of framework thinking 
to improve the conveyance of medical care. Systems thinking can be characterized 
by giving a solid language to convey and research complex issues, some took a 
gander at its a path to an undertaking pointed toward perceiving how things are 
associated with one another inside some thought of an entire substance.
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Conclusion
System thinking adds to the theories methods and tools that 
are available and are used in global health, and it provides new 
opportunities to not only understand but test and revise our 
understanding of the nature of things all the time, including how 
to intervene to improve people’s health. One of the tools that 
can be used is the Cause and Effect tool, which is a graphical tool 
for displaying a list of causes associated with a specific effect. 
It is also known as a fishbone diagram. Obesity is a serious 
problem and is associated with serious health risks, Childhood 
obesity is a serious problem worldwide and in the United States. 
The fact that obesity prevalence especially among children and 
adolescents is high is very scary. Recent statistics on childhood 

obesity shows that 17% or 12.5 million of American children 
aged 2-19 years are obese CDC in 2014 that mean one for each 
five children have obesity. This is a major public health among 
American children, as we are now more aware about this 
emerging problem among children, particularly among ethnic 
and racial minorities. Children with high Body Mass Index (BMI) 
especially greater than the 95th percentile are sufficient cause for 
developing many health complications including cardiovascular 
disease, hypertension, diabetes, sleep apnea, gastrointestinal 
disorders, and musculoskeletal problems .Due to the complexity 
of the problem, we believe that System thinking is able to solve 
the problem completely, and from the first time, rather than 
addressing part of it and having the problem run on and on.


